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Abstract

General Terms Algorithms, Design, Measurement, Performance,
Experimentation

There have been strong demands for a fast and cycle-accurate virtual platforms in the embedded systems area where developers can
do meaningful software development including performance debugging in the context of the entire platform. In this paper, we describe the design and implementation of a fast and cycle-accurate
architecture simulator called FaCSim as a first step towards such a
virtual platform. FacSim accurately models the ARM9E-S processor core and ARM926EJ-S processor’s memory subsystem. It accurately simulates exceptions and interrupts to enable whole-system
simulation including the OS. Since it is implemented in a modular
manner in C++, it can be easily extended with other system components by subclassing or adding new classes. FaCSim is based on an
interpretive simulation technique to provide flexibility, yet achieving high speed. It enables fast cycle-accurate architecture simulation by means of three mechanisms. First, it computes elapsed cycles in each pipeline stage as a chunk and incrementally adds it
up to advance the core clock instead of performing cycle-by-cycle
simulation. Second, it uses a basic-block cache that caches decoded
instructions at the basic-block level. Finally, it is parallelized to exploit multicore systems that are available everywhere these days.
Using 21 applications from the EEMBC benchmark suite, FaCSim’s accuracy is validated against the ARM926EJ-S development
board from ARM, and is accurate in a ±7% error margin. Due to
basic-block level caching and parallelization, FaCSim is, on average, more than three times faster than ARMulator and more than
six times faster than SimpleScalar.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
tems]: Modeling Techniques

+

Keywords Architecture Simulator, Simulator Parallelization, CycleAccurate Simulation, Full-System Simulation, Virtual Prototyping

1.

Introduction

One difficulty in developing embedded software is that the target
hardware platform is often still under development in parallel due
to the pressure of speeding time to market. Moreover, the trends
in digital convergence require many different functionalities combined in a single consumer electronics or mobile device. Consequently, demands for computing power in embedded systems have
been continuously increased. Therefore, performance debugging,
in addition to traditional functional debugging, plays a key role in
embedded software development. As a result, there are strong demands for a fast and cycle-accurate virtual platform, where developers can do meaningful software development in the context of
the entire platform.
In this paper, we describe the design and implementation of a fast
and cycle-accurate architecture simulator, FaCSim, as a first step
towards a fast and cycle-accurate virtual platform for simulating the
whole system including operating systems and peripherals. There
are some proposals for full system simulators [20, 27, 30]. These
simulators focus on functional accuracy with high performance
rather than cycle-level accuracy.

C.4 [Performance of Sys-

FaCSim models the ARM9E-S processor’s pipeline and ARM926EJS processor’s memory subsystem including the instruction and
data caches, instruction and data scratchpad memory, instruction
and data micro-TLBs, unified TLB, MMU, write buffer, prefetch
buffer, bus, and main memory. Since one of the most important
aspects of full system simulation is accurately modeling the virtual
memory system, it precisely models the memory management unit
in the ARM926EJ-S core and accurately simulates exceptions and
interrupts. Since FaCSim is implemented in a modular manner in
C++ from scratch, it is easy to extend FaCSim with other architecture components by subclassing them or adding new classes with
the same interface.
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FaCSim uses an interpretive simulation technique to provide flexibility and high accuracy, yet achieving high speed simulation. We
achieve fast and cycle-accurate simulation through three mechanisms. First, FaCSim computes the number of elapsed cycles in
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each pipeline stage as a chunk and incrementally adds it up to advance the core clock instead of performing cycle-by-cycle simulation. Second, it caches decoded instructions at the basic block level.
Since each decoded instruction is a C++ object in FacSim, creating and destroying the instruction objects is a serious performance
bottleneck. The block-level caching technique alleviates this bottleneck. This is a well-known technique in the compiled simulation
area, but previously not applied to interpretive simulators. Finally, it
is parallelized to exploit multicore systems that are available everywhere these days. FaCSim is divided into a functional front-end and
a cycle-accurate back-end, and they run in parallel on two tightlycoupled cores. It uses a non-deterministic producer and consumer
algorithm that completely eliminates synchronization between the
two cores.
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We validate FaCSim’s accuracy by comparing it to ARMulator [17]
and the ARM926EJ-S development board [16] with 21 applications
from the EEMBC benchmark suite. FaCSim’s core pipeline is almost 100% accurate compared to ARMulator. The accuracy of the
entire simulator is validated against the development board, and is
accurate in a ±7% error margin. Due to basic-block level caching
and parallelization, FaCSim is, on average, more than three times
faster than ARMulator and six times faster than SimpleScalar [34].
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Figure 1. The structure of FaCSim.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses
related work. Section 3 describes the design and implementation of
FaCSim. We describe the evaluation environment in Section 4, and
Section 5 presents the evaluation results. The paper concludes in
Section 6.

instrumentation slices of an application, and other processors run
the slices for instrumenting the entire application. Other proposals [6, 20, 25, 30, 38] exploit the multiprocessor host system by
running multiple single processor/core simulators on different host
processors/cores to perform multiprocessor/multicore architecture
simulation.

2.

FaCSim is different from the above parallelization approaches in
that the simulator for a single processor system is parallelized into
two parts that run on two different cores which are tightly coupled by a shared cache. FaCSim exploits a well-known functional
model/timing model decoupling [3, 7, 21, 23, 31], and is divided
into a functional front-end and a cycle-accurate back-end that run in
parallel. FaCSim’s parallelization approach is similar to FAST[3],
where the timing model is implemented in an FPGA to boost performance over a software implementation. The FPGA implementation enables FAST to exploit the parallelism between modules
within the timing model and between the timing model and the
functional model. However, the FPGA implementation is lacking
observability into the microarchitecture modeled and flexibility of
modification compared to the software implementation. The timing
model in FaCSim is implemented purely in software, and FaCSim
still achieves high performance. FaCSim uses a non-deterministic
producer/consumer algorithm that completely eliminates synchronization between the two ends and boosts performance.

Related Work

In the last two decades, there have been many studies done on instruction set simulators (ISS) to improve their performance. Many
ISSs are based on interpretive simulation techniques, where the
simulator is looping in the fetch-decode-execute cycle. For such
simulators, the decoding overhead is a major bottleneck to performance. To remove the decoding overhead of interpretive simulators, Mills et al. [22] proposed the static compiled simulation
technique, where the input application binary is translated into C
code that is then compiled with the simulator source code. Even
though there are many proposals of static compiled simulation
[2, 8, 11, 18, 22, 24, 29, 40] to improve simulation performance,
it has two major drawbacks. One is that the compilation time may
take longer than the actual simulation time for large applications.
The other is that it cannot handle self-modifying code. To overcome these drawbacks, people proposed dynamic compiled simulation [1, 4, 26, 27, 28, 31, 32, 38], which is based on just-intime compilation techniques that exploit code caches. However, the
compiled simulation techniques either translate the target instructions into the native instruction set of the host system, or assume a
virtual machine whose instruction set architecture (ISA) is different from the target ISA. Consequently, it cannot exactly model the
target architecture, such as pipeline interlocks, resulting in loosing
accuracy of application execution time. Most of the simulators that
claim cycle accuracy, such as SimpleScalar [34], ARMulator [17],
and SESC [33], are based on interpretive simulation.

There are some whole system simulators, such as SimOS [30],
QEMU [27], and Simics [20]. They can run unmodified commercial operating system images. These simulators focus on the functional accuracy with high performance rather than the cycle-level
accuracy.

3.

FaCSim Design and Implementation

In this section, we describe the design and implementation of FaCSim in detail. We also describe the techniques used in FaCSim to
achieve high accuracy and simulation speed.

Some proposals [6, 12, 20, 25, 28, 30, 37, 38] target multiprocessor host system for high speed simulation or profiling. Lauterbach
et al. [12] proposed executing multiple independent trace samples
from an application in parallel. Qin et al. [28] proposed a parallelized compiled simulation technique. One processor generates
the dynamic linking library for a part of the application and another processor runs it during its interpretive simulation. SuperPin [37] is a parallel version of Pin[19]. One processor generates

3.1

The Overall Structure

FaCSim is intended for fast full system simulation with cycle-level
accuracy. FaCSim models the ARM9E-S core [14] and a memory
hierarchy including the MMU implemented in the Versatile Application Baseboard (AB) for ARM926EJ-S from ARM [13, 15, 16].
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It is able to run unmodified applications and the Linux operating system that target the Versatile AB. Figure 1 shows the overall structure of FaCSim. FaCSim basically consists of two parts: a
functional simulator (FaCSim-func) and a cycle-accurate trace simulator (FaCSim-acc). The functional simulator fetches an instruction word, decodes it, and executes it. It generates execution traces
that are buffered in a circular queue located in-between FaCSimfunc and FaCSim-acc. FaCSim-acc simulator fetches the traces
and performs cycle-accurate simulation. FaCSim is implemented
in C++ from scratch, and all machine components and instructions
are represented in classes and objects in FaCSim.

the virtual address of the instruction word to be fetched. On a
hit, the cache entry contains the pointer to the instruction object.
FaCSim-func skips the fetch and decode steps and directly invokes
the execute method of the instruction object. Otherwise, it fetches
and decodes the instruction word, and inserts the newly created
instruction object into the cache. Then it executes the instruction
by invoking its execute method.
The basic-block level object caching further reduces the overhead
of creating and destroying instruction objects in the decode step. It
is based on the observation that if the first instruction in the basic
block is executed, then the rest of the instructions in the same block
are also executed.

basic block (instruction list)
PC found
in the cache?

SUB R3, R2, R1
execute

yes

ADD R1, R2, R3
B

no
Fetch

L1

A basic block is implemented with a list for caching, and it is identified by the virtual address of its first instruction. Figure 2 illustrates the mechanism of caching objects at the basic-block level.
After decoding an instruction word, FaCSim-func checks whether
it belongs to the same block as that of the previous instruction. If
so, it adds the current instruction object to the current instruction
list. Otherwise, it inserts the current instruction list in the directmapped cache for the basic blocks. An entry in the cache points to
an instruction list. When FaCSim-func is given the virtual address
of an instruction word to be fetched, it checks the cache with the
address. On a hit, the instruction is the first instruction of a basic
block. FaCSim-func takes the entire block and executes all instructions in the list one by one. On a miss, the instruction is the first
instruction of a new basic block. After creating a new list and inserting the instruction object in it, FaCSim-func goes through the
normal fetch-decode-execute cycle for the instruction.
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Figure 2. Caching instruction objects at the basic-block level.
3.2

Modeling exceptions. FaCSim-func supports exceptions generated
by internal and external sources, such as attempts to execute an undefined instruction or external interrupts. All seven types of exceptions in the ARM architecture (i.e., reset, undefined instructions,
software interrupt, prefetch abort, data abort, interrupt, and fast interrupt) are accurately modeled by FaCSim. When an exception
occurs, FaCSim-func switches the processor mode appropriately
according to the type of the exception and starts generating instruction traces for the exception handler if it is ever provided by the
software being simulated. It also supports privileged instructions
that can only be executed in a specific privileged mode. FaCSimfunc completely models all the processor modes and their register
banks supported by the ARM9E-S core.

The Functional Simulator

FaCSim-func models system components that hold the machine
state or that are not functionally transparent to the user, such as
a register file, main memory, and the MMU.
Instruction abstraction. In FaCSim-func, instructions with similar formats are classified into the same class in C++. This enables
separate specialized functions for each class of instructions. In turn,
it increases the chance of optimization by the compiler compared
to defining a generic class for all instruction formats. We follow the
instruction classification by ARM [15]: branch, data-processing,
multiply, miscellaneous arithmetic, status register access, load and
store, load and store multiple, semaphore, exception-generating,
and coprocessor instructions. These classes are the subclasses of
the top abstract base class Instruction, and they implement a
virtual member function execute that changes the state of the machine (e.g., the registers and main memory) appropriately according to the specific task of each subclass.

When an exception is generated while executing an instruction that
is a member of a cached basic block, it invalidates the entire block
from the object cache to precisely model the exception.
Modeling MMU address translation. FaCSim-func models the
functions of the virtual memory system architecture as described
in [15]. The functional MMU is used for every instruction fetch
and every data access to translate the virtual addresses into physical addresses. The translation also checks access permissions and
determines whether the access is bufferable and cacheable.

FaCSim-func performs the fetch-decode-execute cycle on each instruction word in the application. After fetching an instruction word
and decoding it, FaCSim-func creates an instruction object. By invoking the execute method of the object, FaCSim-func executes
the instruction and generates a corresponding instruction trace object. After generating the trace object, it destroys the instruction
object.
Caching instruction objects. Since creating and destroying an
instruction object incurs a lot of overhead whenever an instruction
is executed, FaCSim-func provides two different object caching
mechanisms: one is at the individual instruction level and the other
is at the basic-block level.

There are four types of address translation and permission check in
the ARM architecture depending on whether the address has been
mapped as a section or a page. Sections are comprised of 1MB
blocks of memory, and the section descriptor (i.e., the page table
entry) is obtained by accessing the first-level page table. A pagemapped access can be a large (64KB), small (4KB), or tiny (1KB)
page access. The page table descriptor for page-mapped accesses is
obtained by accessing the second-level page table, resulting in two
memory accesses.

The instruction-level object caching provides a direct-mapped
cache for decoded instruction objects. The cache is indexed by

Whenever there is a memory access by an instruction or due to an
instruction fetch, FaCSim-func translates the virtual address into
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Instruction traces. The topmost base class of instruction traces includes two member variables: the execution latency and a pointer to
an instruction fetch memory trace object. The execution latency of
an instruction is defined by the number of core clock cycles spent
by the instruction in the execute stage of the ARM9E-S pipeline.
The latency of each instruction is obtained from [14]. The class also
includes three virtual member functions that are called by FaCSimacc in each stage of the ARM9E-S pipeline for cycle-accurate simulation except for decode and writeback stages:

the physical address using the functional MMU, and obtains the
section or page table descriptor depending on the address mapping.
If there is no access violation (i.e., a permission violation or a
page fault), it generates a table walk trace, which contains the
physical addresses accessed by the page table walk algorithm, in
addition to a memory trace for the requested virtual address. If there
is an access violation, FaCSim-func generates an exception. The
exceptions generated by the functional MMU are prefetch aborts
and data aborts.

virtual SValue64 fetch( SValue64 clock fetch );
virtual SValue64 execute( SValue64 clock exe );
virtual SValue64 memory( SValue64 clock mem );

FaCSim-func does not model TLBs because their function is transparent to the software being simulated, and it affects only execution time. Their effects on execution time is modeled in the
cycle-accurate back-end, FaCSim-acc. Similarly, the instructions
for locking TLB entries affect only the cycle-accuracy of the simulation. Even though these instructions do not affect functional correctness, they are passed to FaCSim-acc as instruction traces to allow cycle-accurate simulation.

The method for each stage takes as an argument the value of the
core clock at the time when the instruction trace enters into that
stage, and returns the value of the core clock plus its latency in that
stage. Since the latency of each instruction in the decode and writeback stages is a fixed constant, i.e., one cycle, there are no methods
defined for those stages. The virtual functions are implemented by
the subclasses of the instruction traces. The instruction traces are
divided into subclasses based on their type and the way of computing their execution latency.

Self-modifying code. Since the original instruction words are not
fetched again once a block of objects is cached, self-modifying
code is a problem. If the code has changed, FaCSim-func would execute the stale version of the instructions. Therefore, FaCSim-func
keeps track of pages that have instructions in the basic-block cache.
When any of these pages is overwritten, FaCSim-func flushes the
entire basic-block cache.
3.3

• Compute instruction traces. Multiply, miscellaneous arith-

metic, status register access, and data-processing instructions.
An object in this subclass contains no other memory trace object than an instruction fetch trace.
• Branch instruction traces. Branch and data-processing in-

Execution Traces

structions that modify the program counter (PC). If FaCSimfunc meets a branch or data-processing instruction that modifies
the PC (i.e., a branch instruction), it generates two instruction
fetch instruction traces that follow the branch instruction trace
to correctly simulate the core pipeline. The instruction trace for
the branch target is generated after the two instruction fetch instruction traces.

FaCSim-func generates a sequence of table walk, memory, and
instruction traces as a result of the functional simulation. These
execution traces are an intermediate representation of the execution
of the software running on the simulator. They are implemented in
C++ objects. A table walk trace is contained in a memory trace. In
turn, multiple memory traces are contained in an instruction trace.
The instruction traces are saved in a circular queue and passed to
FaCSim-acc.

• Memory instruction traces. Load/store and load/store multi-

ple instructions that do not modify the PC. An object in this
subclass contains at least one memory trace object for data accesses.

Table walk traces. A table walk trace consists of two physical
addresses of two page table entries. Only one of them is valid if
the requested memory access is a section reference. Otherwise,
FaCSim-acc uses both of them to compute memory latencies taken
in accessing both the first-level and second-level page tables. The
table walk trace class includes a member function commit that is
invoked by FaCSim-acc. It takes as an argument the value of the
core clock at the time when the table walk occurs, and returns the
value plus the latency caused by the table walk:

• Memory and Branch instruction traces. Load/store and

load/store multiple instructions that modify the PC. The behavior of this subclass is similar to the branch instruction trace,
but an object in this subclass contains at least one memory trace
object for data access.
• Semaphore instruction traces. Semaphore instructions, such

as swap word and swap byte instructions.

virtual SValue64 commit( SValue64 clock start );

• Exception generating instruction traces. Instruction traces

generated by software interrupt instructions.

Memory traces. The topmost base class of memory traces includes
five member variables: virtual address, physical address, bufferable bit, cacheable bit, and a pointer to a table walk trace object.
The values of the first four members are obtained using the functional MMU in FaCSim-func for the requested memory access. The
bufferable bit tells whether the memory access can be buffered in
the write buffer, and the cacheable bit tells whether it is cacheable.
The base class also includes a virtual member function commit that
takes as an argument the value of core clock at the time when the
memory access occurs, and returns the value plus the latency taken
by the memory access:

• Coprocessor instruction traces. Instruction traces generated

by the instructions that access coprocessor 15 control registers.
If their execute method is invoked by FaCSim-acc, it changes
the machine configuration as a result.
FaCSim-func generates the extra instruction traces below to correctly reflect the effect of fetched but not executed instructions,
pipeline interlocks, and fetched but invalidated instructions in the
pipeline due to a branch.
• Unexecuted instruction traces. Instruction traces generated by

virtual SValue64 commit( SValue64 clock start );

instructions that are fetched but not executed. Their execution
latency is just one cycle.

It is called by FaCSim-acc for cycle-accurate simulation, and
each subclass of memory traces implements the method appropriately. A specific subclass is defined for each type of memory accesses: instruction fetch, word read/write, halfword read/write, byte
read/write, four-word burst read/write, eight-word burst read/write,
atomic word swap, and atomic byte swap.

• Instruction fetch instruction traces. Instruction traces gener-

ated by the instructions that modify the PC. Since these instructions do not go through the execute, memory, and writeback
stage of the ARM9E-S pipeline, their execution latency is zero.
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• Bubble instruction traces. Instruction traces generated to re-

solve pipeline interlocks. Their execution latency is just one cycle. If FaCSim-func identifies interlocks between the preceding
instructions and the current instruction being executed, it inserts
an appropriate number of bubble instruction traces in front of
the current instruction.

0x8400
0x8404
0x8408
0x840C
0x8410
0x8414
0x8418

Since there is a significant overhead involved to create these execution trace objects whenever an instruction is executed, FaCSimfunc creates enough execution trace objects for each subclass before the simulation begins. Instead of destroying them after being
used by FaCSim-acc, FaCSim-func reuses them.

0x8700

...
MOV r1,
MUL r0,
LDR r2,
SUBS r4,
BEQ L1
ADD r0,
ADD r0,
...
MOV r0,

#2
r1, r2
[r0, #4]
r0, r3
r1, r2
r0, #1
#0

Figure 3. A sequence of instructions.

Pipeline interlocks. FaCSim-func keeps track of dependences between instructions. It detects a dependence between the current
(nth ) instruction and the previous (n-1th ) instruction. If the dependence incurs a k-cycle pipeline interlock, FaCSim-func generates k bubble instruction traces in between the two dependent instructions to correctly model pipeline interlocks at the FaCSim-acc
side. FaCSim-func also detects a dependence between the nth and
the n-2th instructions, and inserts an appropriate number of bubble instruction traces depending on the number of bubble instructions generated by the dependence between the nth and the n-1th .
Pipeline interlocks occur mainly due to lacking forwarding paths
and operand buses in the ARM9E-S core. The cases of pipeline interlocks in ARM9E-S are well explained in the documentation [14].

clock out W
clock out M
clock out E
clock out D
clock out F

:=
:=
:=
:=
:=

clock
clock
clock
clock
clock

in
in
in
in
in

W +1
M + latency M
E + latency E
D+1
F + latency F

After clock out at each stage is obtained, clock in for the next
stage is computed by the assignments below in the order they
appear. Clock out X stands for clock out of stage X.
clock in W := clock out M
clock in M := M AX(clock out E, clock in W )

FaCSim-func contains two tables that record the number of pipeline
interlocks for different forms of dependences. One table is indexed
by a pair that consists of the type of the n-1th instruction and that
of the nth . The other is indexed by a pair that consists of the types
of the n-2th and the nth .
3.4

clock in E := M AX(clock out D, clock in M )
clock in D := M AX(clock out F, clock in E)
clock in F := clock in D

Executing a branch instruction or branching by modifying the PC
causes the pipeline to be flushed. That is, the two instructions that
follow the branch instruction will be fetched and then flushed from
the pipeline. Then, clock in F for the target instruction is the core
clock at the time when the PC-modifying instruction fetches its
target instruction in the execute stage.

The Cycle-Accurate Trace Simulator

FaCSim-acc is the cycle-accurate trace simulator. It computes the
elapsed cycles in each pipeline stage as a chunk and incrementally
adds them up to advance the core clock instead of performing cycleby-cycle simulation. It consists of a five-stage pipeline, instruction
and data caches, instruction and data scratchpad memory, instruction and data micro-TLBs, a unified TLB, an MMU, a write buffer,
an instruction prefetch buffer, a bus, and main memory. It models
with C++ classes those components that can be found in ARM9EJS [13] and the Versatile AB for ARM926EJ-S [16].

Modeling the memory hierarchy. The components in the memory
hierarchy of FaCSim-acc do not update their contents. They just return their latencies to FaCSim-acc when they are accessed by table
walk traces or memory traces. There are three different paths from
the core to the bus in the memory hierarchy: data side, instruction
side, and table walk. Each component in the paths is a C++ class.
The components on the same path share a common interface that
is invoked by either a table walk trace or a memory trace. Consequently, a new component in the memory hierarchy can be easily
added to one of the paths if the new component implements the
same common interface for the path.

Modeling the pipeline. FaCSim-acc fetches an instruction trace
from the circular queue, and makes it go through the five-stage
pipeline. Each stage in the pipeline invokes its corresponding
method from the instruction trace to obtain the delay in that stage.
Since the latency of an instruction in the decode and writeback
stage is a fixed constant (i.e., one cycle), there is no method invocation in these stages. The delay obtained in each stage is reflected
on the core clock. FaCSim-acc computes the core clock at the beginning of each stage, say clock in, (i.e., when the instruction
trace just enters into the stage) and at the end of each stage, say
clock out, (i.e., when the instruction just leaves the stage) starting
from the writeback stage to the fetch stage in turn. The core clock
computed at the end of the writeback stage is used to advance the
core clock cycles.

Modeling the bus. FaCSim-acc models a multi-layer AHB system [13, 16], with two separate AHB masters for the instruction
side and the data side. If the two AHB interfaces require access
to the same slave at the same time, then an arbitration process is
needed. Under the current implementation of FaCSim-acc, the data
side has a higher priority than the instruction side. The bus class implements the two interfaces that are invoked by the instruction-side
components and the data-side components.

Basically, clock out of each stage is computed by the assignments
below. Latency X stands for the delay caused by the instruction
in stage X. The latencies latency M , latency E, and latency F
vary depending on the instruction type and the state of the memory
hierarchy.

The bus clock is synchronized to the core clock whenever there
is a bus request (i.e., a call to a method in the bus class). A bus
request has the value of the core clock, say Ccore , at the time when
the request has been made. If r times the value of the bus clock is
less than Ccore , the bus clock advances to dCcore /re assuming r is
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120 121
121 122
F D E M W

(l)

Figure 4. An example of FaCSim simulation.
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clock
the ratio core
. Otherwise there is no change in the bus clock.
bus clock
Then, the bus invokes the target slave component. The latency
returned by the target slave component is added to the bus clock,
and the bus clock advances. The value of the bus clock is returned
to the requester.

3.5

0x8418) that follow BEQ L1 in the code (Figure 4(g) and Figure 4(h)). In Figure 4(g), Memory(LDR) reaches the memory
stage when the core clock is equal to 107. FaCSim-acc makes
the memory trace readw(0x4000,0x1000,C,B) in Memory(LDR)
go through the memory hierarchy. Assume that it is a data cache
miss and takes 12 cycles. The load instruction finishes its memory
stage when the core clock is equal to 119. Then, the invocation
of execute() of the instruction trace Branch(B) by FaCSimacc makes the two instruction fetch traces to be flushed from the
pipeline in Figure 4(i).

An Example of FaCSim Simulation

Consider the instruction sequence as shown in Figure 3. The address presented in front of each instruction is its virtual address. In
Figure 4(a), FaCSim-func executes MOV r1,#2, generates a compute instruction trace Compute(MOV) whose latency in the execute stage is one. It also contains an instruction fetch memory trace
ifetch(0x8400, 0x2600, C, B). 0x8400 is the virtual address of the
instruction and 0x2600 is its physical address. The capital letter C
stands for the fact that the instruction is cacheable and B for the fact
that it is bufferable. For simplicity, we omit the table walk trace in
the memory trace. The generated instruction trace is stored in the
circular buffer. FaCSim-acc fetches the instruction trace from the
buffer and inserts it into the fetch stage of the pipeline. Assume that
clock in of the fetch stage is 100. FaCSim-acc makes the instruction fetch memory trace ifetch(0x8400, 0x2600, C, B) go through
the MMU and the memory hierarchy. Assume that the table walk of
the fetch trace produces a hit in the instruction µTLB, and the fetch
is also an instruction cache hit with a total of one cycle latency.
Thus, clock out F is equal to 101.

FaCSim-func executes the target instruction MOV r0,#0 of the
branch instruction and generates the trace Compute(MOV) in Figure 4(j). FaCSim-acc makes Compute(MOV) go through the fetch
and decode stage. Note that clock in F is equal to 120 because
the branch instruction in the execute stage fetches its target when
the core clock is equal to 120 (Figure 4(j) and Figure 4(k)). Finally,
Compute(MOV) reaches its execute stage in Figure 4(l).
N-1 0

empty
out
in
filled

FaCSim-func executes the next instruction MUL r0,r1,r2 in Figure 4(b). It generates a compute instruction trace Compute(MUL)
with the execution latency 2 and the instruction fetch memory
trace ifetch(0x8404, 0x2604, C, B). FaCSim-acc fetches Compute(MUL) from the circular queue and inserts it into the cycleaccurate pipeline. Since the previous instruction trace moves on
to the decode stage at clock 101, clock in F is 101 for Compute(MUL). Assume that fetching Compute(MUL) is a cache
hit. Thus, clock out F becomes 102. In addition, clock out D is
equal to 102 because the latency in the decode stage is 1. Since
there is a dependence between MUL r0,r1,r2 and the next instruction LDR r2,[r0,#4], and the result of MUL r0,r1,r2 is
only available at the end of the memory stage, there will be a onecycle pipeline interlock. FaCSim-func generates a bubble instruction trace for this pipeline interlock in Figure 4(c). FaCSim-acc
fetches this bubble instruction trace from the circular queue, and
inserts it into the cycle-accurate pipeline. Now, Compute(MOV) is
in the execution stage, and clock in E = 102 and clock out E =
103 because the execution latency of Compute(MOV) is equal to
1.

Figure 5. The circular queue.
3.6

Parallelization

In our design of FaCSim, FaCSim-func (the producer) and FaCSimacc (the consumer) are well decoupled through the shared circular
queue. Each entry of the queue is a pointer to an instruction trace
object. This is a typical producer-consumer model. Since there are
multicore host systems available everywhere these days, we parallelize FaCSim to exploit these multicore systems to improve its performance. In the parallelized version, FaCSim-func and FaCSimacc are structured as two different threads that run on two different
cores. The circular queue is the only shared data structure between
the two threads.
In order to increase the degree of concurrency and to remove the
synchronization overhead on the circular queue, we use a nondeterministic algorithm [10, 36, 39] that eliminates synchronization
overhead significantly between the producer and consumer.

FaCSim-func executes the next instruction LDR r2,[r0,#4] and
generates a memory instruction trace Memory(LDR) in Figure 4(d). This trace contains an instruction fetch memory trace
ifetch(0x8408, 0x2608, C, B) and a memory trace readw(0x4000,
0x1000, C, B). FaCSim-acc inserts Memory(LDR) into the
pipeline. Currently, clock in E = 103 and clock out E = 105
because the execution latency of Compute(MUL) is equal to 2.
Then, FaCSim-func executes the next instruction SUBS r4,r0,r3
and generates a compute instruction trace Compute(SUBS) in Figure 4(e). The instruction trace of the first instruction MOV r1,#2 is
graduated from the cycle-accurate pipeline when the core clock is
105.

In FaCSim, the shared circular queue is implemented with an Nelement array (Figure 5), and an entry in the queue points to an
instruction trace generated by FaCSim-func. The range of available
pointers in the queue is specified with two integer variables in and
out. The variable in points to the location in the buffer where
the next trace goes in (thus, the entry pointed by in is always
empty even though the queue is full), and out points to the location
where the next trace is fetched by FaCSim-acc. The variable out is
modified only by FaCSim-acc and the variable in is modified only
by FaCSim-func. They are incremented in a circular manner (i.e.,
modulo N).
To explain our algorithm in Figure 6, we denote the range of the
circular queue Q with two integers x and y in the following way:

FaCSim-func executes the branch instruction BEQ L1 at 0x8410
and generates a branch instruction trace Branch(B) in Figure 4(f).
Assume that BEQ L1 is a taken branch. Since it is taken, FaCSimfunc generates two instruction-fetch instruction traces for the two
instructions (i.e., ADD r0,r1,r2 at 0x8414 and ADD r0,r0,#1 at


Q[x, y) =
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{x mod N, (x + 1) mod N, ..., (y − 1) mod N }
∅
{0, 1, ..., N − 1} − Q[y, x)

if x < y
if x = y
if x > y

while (...) {
...
while (true) {
Cin = in;
Cout = out;
if (Cin 6= Cout) break;
}
Copy the instruction trace pointers stored in
the circular queue in the range Q[Cout, Cin)
to the local buffer;
Cout = (Cout + # of pointers copied) mod N;
out = Cout;
...
Peform cycle-accurate simulation with the trace
pointers stored in the local buffer
...
}
(a)
while (...) {
...
while (true) {
Pin = in;
Pout = out;
if ((Pin + 1) mod N 6= Pout) break;
}
Copy the instruction trace pointers stored in
the local buffer to the circular queue
in the range Q[Pin, Pout − 1);
Pin = (Pin + # of pointers copied) mod N;
in = Pin;
...
Generate instruction traces and store their
pointers in the local buffer
...
}
(b)

Versatile Application Baseboard, ARMulator, FaCSim
Core
ARM9E-S, 5-stage, inorder, 140MHz
Data cache
write-back, no write-allocate,
32KB, 4way, 32B line, 1-cycle hit latency,
write buffer (8 data entries and one address entry)
Instruction cache
32KB, 4way, 32B line, 1-cycle hit latency
Main memory latency
36-cycle non-sequential read (row hit)
(SDRAM)
48-cycle non-sequential read (row miss)
12-cycle non-sequential write (row hit)
30-cycle non-sequential write (row miss)
3-cycle sequential read (row hit, row miss)
3-cycle sequential write (row hit, row miss)
System bus
multi-layer AHB, 47MHz
Write buffer
1-cycle latency, 16 entries with 4 addresses
Instruction prefetch buffer
1-cycle latency, 4 entries
Data micro-TLB
8-entries, 1-cycle hit latency
Instruction micro-TLB
8-entries, 1-cycle hit latency
Unified TLB
2-way 64 entries, 1-cycle hit latency
Compiler
armcc v1.2 without floating point unit
System call library
semihosting
SimpleScalar
Core
StrongARM 1100, 5-stage, inorder,
floating point ALU
Data cache
32KB, 4way, 32B line, 1-cycle hit latency,
16 entries with 4 addresses write buffer
Instruction cache
32KB, 4way, 32B line, 1-cycle hit latency
Main memory latency
12-cycle first chunk, 3-cycle inter chunk
Data TLB
8-entries, 1-cycle hit latency
Instruction TLB
8-entries, 1-cycle hit latency
Compiler
arm-linux-gcc v3.3.2 with floating point unit
System call library
linux system call emulation by SimpleScalar

Table 1. Parameters of the simulated architectures. All cycles are
140MHz cycles.
is full, FaCSim-func stays in the while loop. Otherwise, FaCSimfunc exits the loop and copies the generated trace pointers stored in
its local buffer to the shared queue with the range Q[Pin, Pout−1).
After copying, FaCSim-func sets Pin to the new location: Pin =
(Pin + # of pointers copied) mod N, and commits Pin to
the shared variable in. The algorithm guarantees that FaCSim-func
and FaCSim-acc always operate on the valid pointers.

Figure 6. The non-deterministic synchronization algorithm that
accesses the circular queue without any synchronization. (a) The
routine for FaCSim-acc (the consumer). (b) The routine for
FaCSim-func (the producer).

4.

Evaluation Environment

In this section, we describe our evaluation environment and applications used for the performance evaluation of FaCSim.
In addition, the number of queue elements in range Q[x, y) is
denoted by |Q[x, y)|. The range of the traces that are valid in
the queue for FaCSim-acc is Q[out, in), and for FaCSim-func is
Q[in, out−1). The queue is empty when in = out, and the queue
is full when (in + 1) mod N = out. Note that the entry pointed
by in is empty when the queue is full.

We compare FaCSim to the Versatile Application Baseboard (AB)
for ARM926EJ-S[16] for its accuracy, and to RealView ARMulator
ISS[17] and SimpleScalar[34] for its performance. Table 1 summarizes the architecture parameters of the development board and simulators. The architecture parameters of the Versatile AB, ARMulator, and FaCSim are the same. Their main memory latencies are
obtained by measuring them on the Versatile AB and from the vendor’s data sheet[35]. We configured SimpleScalar with the architecture parameters similar to those of the development board. It is
almost impossible for us to configure SimpleScalar to have exactly
the same architecture parameters as Versatile AB. The simulators
are run on a host system with a 2.40GHz single Intel Core2Quad
processor and 4GByte of physical memory. The processor has total four cores, and a pair of cores shares a 4MByte L2 cache. We
use the embedded microprocessor benchmark applications from the
EEMBC benchmark suite [5] for our evaluation. We have chosen
21 applications whose execution time is greater than 5 seconds on
the Versatile AB. The execution time of each application on the
Versatile AB is measured with the timer module on the board.

FaCSim-acc first takes a snapshot of the shared variables in and
out and stores their values in the two local variables Cin and Cout.
We assume that each assignment from the shared variable to the
local variable or from the local variable to the shared variable is
atomically performed. Then, Cin and Cout are used to determine
whether the shared queue is empty in the while loop. If the queue
is empty, FaCSim-acc stays in the while loop. Otherwise, FaCSimacc exits the loop and copies the available pointers in the queue to
its local buffer. When copying, the range of the available pointers
for FaCSim-acc is determined by Q[Cout, Cin). After copying,
FaCSim-acc sets Cout to the new location: Cout = (Cout + #
of pointers copied) mod N, and commits Cout to the shared
variable out.
The case of FaCSim-func is similar to FaCSim-acc. FaCSim-func
takes a snapshot of the shared variables in and out into the two local variables Pin and Pout. Then, Pin and Pout are used to determine whether the shared queue is full in the while loop. If the queue

5.

Experimental Results

When we compare the core cycles (i.e., core busy cycles) computed
by FaCSim to that of ARMulator, the error margin is less than
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Figure 7. Speedup.

±1%. The documentation of ARMulator [17] claims that it is 100%
cycle-accurate without instruction or data caches. For this reason,
we can say that the core pipeline modeled in FaCSim is almost
100% accurate. Table 2 compares FaCSim against the ARM926EJS development board for their accuracy. We see that FaCSim is
quite accurate, and the error margin is ±6.79%.

proves the performance. However, it still suffers from the cache
lookup overhead. The basic-block caching technique removes this
overhead significantly. With basic-block caching (BlockCache), it
runs on average 2.43 and 4.81 times faster than ARMulator and
SimpleScalar, respectively. After parallelization with the basicblock caching technique, FaCSim gets even faster. It is on average
3.04 times and 6.03 times faster than ARMulator and SimpleScalar,
respectively.

Figure 7 shows the performance evaluation result of FaCSim for
each application. It compares four different FaCSim implementations and SimpleScalar against ARMulator. The speedup is obtained over ARMulator. The four FaCSim implementations are
FaCSim without any optimizations (Base), FaCSim with object
caching (ObjectCache), FaCSim with basic-block caching (BlockCache), and parallelized FaCSim with basic-block caching (Parallel). Note that SimpleScalar is configured with a bit different but
similar architecture parameters to those of the ARM926EJ-S development board.

The parallelized FaCSim has 1025 entries in the circular buffer.
This is an optimal buffer size for a host system with a 4MB shared
L2 cache between the two threads of FaCSim. We have found this
value by experimentation. We performed sensitivity analysis of the
buffer size on two cores with a 4MB shared L2 cache and on two
cores each with a 4MB L2 cache. We varied the circular buffer size
from 257 entries to 4097 entries and measured the number of cache
misses with VTune analyzer[9]. For both L2 cache configurations,
1025 entries cause the smallest number of L2 cache misses. In
addition, the cores with a shared L2 cache have about 100 times
less L2 cache misses than the cores with separate L2 caches.

Without any optimization (Base), FaCSim is on average 1.1 times
faster than ARMulator, and on average 2.17 times faster than SimpleScalar. For mp2enf32data2, SimpleScalar beats ARMulator. The
reason is that the applications compiled for SimpleScalar use floating point operations. That is not the case in ARMulator and FaCSim. By caching instruction objects (ObjectCache), FaCSim runs
on average 1.62 times and 3.21 times faster than ARMulator and
SimpleScalar, respectively. Caching instruction objects reduces the
overhead of object creation and destruction. This significantly im-

Table 3 summarizes the performance of the development board and
the simulators in MIPS. The development board is about 18 times
faster than FaCSim with a core clock frequency of 140MHz. Overall, the evaluation results imply that the techniques used in FaCSim
for computing core clock cycles and improving performance are
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Image Name

Error

bezier01fixed

-4.10%

dither01
rotate01
text01
aes
cjpegv2data3
djpegv2data3
huffde
mp2decoddata5
mp2enf32data2
mp2enfixdata2
mp3playerdata3
mp4decodedata4
mp4encodedata2
rgbhpgv2data3
rgbyiqv2data1
rsa
autcor00data_3
conven00data_1
fbital00data_6

-3.37%
-12.73%
4.77%
-9.99%
-5.83%
-1.51%
-13.32%
-6.35%
-13.24%
-5.44%
-10.21%
-0.43%
0.12%
-2.85%
-2.42%
-6.43%
4.63%
-1.15%
-3.55%

viterb00data_1

-0.47%

Root Mean Square

6.79%

Currently, FaCSim with some functionally modeled ARM peripherals successfully runs an unmodified embedded Linux image. We
believe that FaCSim is a first step towards a fast and cycle-accurate
full system simulator, and it can contribute to the community for
facilitating embedded architecture explorations, instrumenting and
profiling embedded applications and operating systems, and performance debugging of embedded software in addition to functional
debugging.
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